Fluorine bonding--how does it work in protein-ligand interactions?
Although fluorination of pharmacologically active compounds has long been a common strategy to increase their metabolic stability and membrane permeation, the functionality of protein-ligand interactions involving fluorine atoms (fluorine bonding) was only recently recognized in the chemistry and biology communities. In this study, the geometric characteristics and the energetic behaviors of fluorine bonding were systematically investigated by combining two quite disparate but complementary approaches: X-ray structural analysis and theoretical calculations. We found that the short contacts involving fluorine atoms (generalized fluorine bonding) between proteins and fluorinated ligands are very frequent, and these contacts, compared to those routine hydrogen/halogen bonding, are more similar to sulfur-involved hydrogen bonding observed in proteins. ONIOM-based quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics analysis further revealed that fluorine bonding does play an essential role in protein-ligand binding, albeit the strength of isolated fluorine bonding is quite modest. Furthermore, 14 quantum mechanics (QM) and molecular mechanics (MM) methods were performed to reproduce fluorine bonding energies obtained at the rigorous MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory, and the results showed that most QM and very few MM methods perform well in the reproducibility; the MPWLYP functional and MMFF94 force field are recommended to study moderate and large fluorine bonding systems, respectively.